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Sun Moving Rapidly 4 Feet Toward 12 (Dream)
During the night of March 20, 2021, I dreamed:
I was with a group of people; they were facing me and I was facing the sky behind
them. As I looked beyond the people, I saw the sun move extremely fast upward on
an arc toward high noon and stop prior to reaching this point. With excitement, I
announced to the group that I just saw the sun rapidly move “4 feet” in its trajectory
and suggested they turn around and look; however, no one did so, as if there was no
interest in this strange phenomenon.
On the heel of this was a powerful looking wall cloud filling the sky and at least a dozen
or more black, pencil-like tornadoes, all lined up, reaching down to the ground. As I
looked on, some dissipated and others formed after them. I personally had no sense
of danger. I suggested the group turn around and look; but again, no one did.
As a trailer to what follows, I see the sun moving rapidly “four feet” as a good sign for all
creation. It’s a very positive message, especially in the midst of major tornadic activity. For
those who like to know the end from the beginning, there is a summary of the
interpretation at the end. Given that much is crammed into what follows, I recommend
starting at the end (page 13).
Given the propensity for the supernatural and a literal interpretation of the book of
Revelation in certain Christian camps, some might suggest the dream means we are to look
for literal signs in the heavens. Of course, these cannot be ruled out, for the Lord could
surprise us in ways we do not expect; but this is not what this dream is about. Rather, it is
about discerning the times spiritually and this requires the spirit of truth (the anointing)
within us to open the eyes of our heart for spiritual understanding. The need for spiritual
discernment in this day among the Lord’s people cannot be emphasized enough. Given the
lack of reaction of the people in this dream is a clear indication that many are not discerning
because they have no interest in doing so—a point repeatedly emphasized.
Now, taken as a whole, the dream consists of what could be called two sky-events and
common to both events is the response of the people to these events. The best way to
explain the dream is to start with the people, followed by the tornadoes, and concluding
with the sun. So, let’s begin with…
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The People
Considering the response of the people, the first thing that comes to mind is the way in
which our Lord Jesus answered the religious elite of His day when asked for a sign from
heaven.
And having come the Pharisees and Sadducees tempting, asked Him to show them a
sign out of the heaven. But answering, He said to them, Evening coming on, you say,
Clear sky, for the sky is red. And at morning, Today a storm, for the sky is red, being
overcast. Hypocrites! You indeed know how to discern the face of the heaven, but
you cannot the signs of the times. (Matthew 16:1-3 LITV [bold italic added])
It’s obvious that the group that faced me could be likened to those who cannot discern the
signs of the times. Even though the signs are all around them, they are unable to judge and
determine what is going on and where it is leading. But even more bothersome, they are
not even interested in seeing the signs, even when brought to their attention. They simply
are not interested, as if other things are more important to them. Since only one of the
entire group was alert enough to observe the signs and recognize something was
happening, the obvious conclusion is that the masses in our day are not only not looking
but are not even interested in looking. They are blind and lacking spiritual discernment.
This brings to mind Jesus’ summation of one of His parables: “But he said to him, ‘If they
do not listen to Moses and the Prophets, they will not be persuaded even if someone rises
from the dead’” (Luke 16:31).
Even if the sun rises rapidly, they will not be persuaded. [As a corollary to our day, many
ignore the greatness of or outrightly deny the resurrection of the Son of God.] But why?
Our Lord has left us a clue.
When Jesus walked among His people in the first century, He exhorted them: Be on guard,
so that your hearts will not be weighted down with dissipation and drunkenness and the
worries of life, and that day will not come on you suddenly like a trap (Luke 21:34). There
was a danger of being choked with worries and riches and pleasures of this life, bringing
no fruit to maturity (Luke 8:14). There is historical context to His warning; however, the
same warning has applied to all generations and, most assuredly, is a warning in our
generation as we near the end of our present age.
Just think about it: the contrived pandemic of fear and panic has brought worries upon the
masses that have robbed many of their livelihood (riches) and denied them of the pleasures
of life due to lockdowns and other draconian measures. This, in turn, has driven many into
what has been called a mass delusional psychosis, as the masses embrace unscientific and
idiotic measures foisted upon them by the ruling class, accepting their demands that
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further erode their freedoms disguised as the “new norm.”
The sad part is that in spite of what the world has been dragged through over the last year
(and continues to be) and what the global elitists want to coerce it into, the masses are not
discerning the times. They simply don’t get it and are willing to go along with the global
agenda as long as they can return to some level of perceived normality, even if it is way off
the mark from where “normal” once was. This is the product of fear and the worries of life,
and it will lead the many to acquiesce to whatever the establishment demands of them
that might result in more damage (death) than the virus itself. Of course, some are waking
up to this reality. Soon, we’ll see how many.
As for the religious elite of our day, especially those at the institutional level, they might
see some signs, but the challenge is whether they are interpreting them through the spirit
of the Lord or through the lens of their eschatological, systematized doctrine that may or
may not be of the Lord. The Lord knows, so we’ll leave it at this.
The Tornadic Activity Signifies Psychosis
This leads to the significance of the tornadoes.
Seeing so many tornadoes appear in the sky indicates a high level of emotional
disturbance, imbalance, psychosis, even fear in practically every corner and facet of life
in the world throughout all strata of government, society, and culture. Has this not been
the trend during the last twenty years as one psychosis (or: crisis) dissipates and another
arises—appearing and reappearing over time—just as the tornadoes dissipated and
others appeared?
With the world in a state of mental and emotional confusion, perplexity, and blindness,
many are not discerning the signs of the times that have manifested since the turn of the
21st century. The world that rejects God’s Son and that rejects the Creator God has been
and still is in a tornadic state, longing for normalcy and peace of mind but unable to find it.
The proof is what happens each day around the world, especially in the US, that is hardly
necessary to catalogue, but here are some examples.
In the US alone, suicides are the leading cause of death for those under the age of 25. Add
to this the two mass killings (Georgia, Colorado) during March. Are we going to see a
resurgence of killings that were occurring prior to the lockdowns? (See page 12, 21-Year
Cycle 2000-2021.) We need to ask ourselves if this is any worse than the untold deaths
caused by needless unscientific lockdowns, forced quarantining of the elderly while
denying them access to their loved ones, and denial (even banning) of known, effective
therapeutic remedies to combat covid.
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Again, simply scanning headlines each day reveals how messed up our world has become
on so many levels, from governmental (political) to social and cultural issues; and it’s not
improving, in spite of happy faces among those who have received untested, experimental
covid shots. People need to wake up to the potential dangers and risks to these shots that
a growing number of scientists and doctors are warning about. These so-called vaccines
are not vaccines but untested experimental gene therapies.
Instead of testing vaccines in animals in labs, the globe has now become the lab and the
test subjects are the entire human race.
Are we headed toward a potential mass extinction event as one well-known virologist who
believes in vaccines is warning about? The problem today is that there is a concerted drive
to shut down (silence) and not allow any public debate—based on sound science—on this
subject. The ones doing the censoring are the ones declaring that all narrative not agreeing
with the established, mainstream narrative is a conspiracy theory. Why is the establishment so afraid of an open scientific debate? Are they trying to hide a true conspiracy?
The world is an emotional basket case, as the saying goes, as if an insanity has taken over
to the point that people don’t make any sense in what they believe and do. Frankly, some
of it is downright sickening to watch. Some have so acquiesced to authority that they are
now accepting face masks as the new norm (with no end in sight to their use), in spite of
the harm they cause to health, regardless of having received the shots. Others are ignoring
it all and heading to the beaches to party. And then, there is the insanity in some quarters
of the US education system. One US state education department is claiming the study of
math is racist and white supremist by telling students their answer to a math equation is
wrong. In other words, there is no right or wrong answer in math and to claim otherwise is
racist. Try telling this to a space engineer, regardless of race, designing and programming
a rover to land on Mars. And finally, let us not overlook the fact that the US has a ghostly
man in office as president that is complicit in selling out our nation to the global agenda
that seeks to control and alter every aspect of human life, including what it means to be
human, until humans are no longer creations in God’s image. Interestingly, a headline
appeared about a week ago stating Biden’s presidency would be the most failed one in US
history. Where did we hear this before? As I pen this insight, the White House just
announced it is no longer the Biden administration but the Biden-Harris administration.
We know where this is headed.
Well, as I keep saying, there are far too many examples to cite along these lines, so I leave
them for the discerning.
The tornadoes are indicative of the fact that we are in a battle for the heart and mind, as
well as the very existence of the human race. This cannot be stressed enough!
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As the spirit of the Lord has expressed to me, we are in the final battle for humanity. At its
core is whether humans will truly be transformed into perfected imagers of Elohim, as we
were created to be, or whether humans will be transformed by man’s technology into
something “other” called transhuman. The good news is that God is not going to allow
man’s technology to succeed. Nothing can nor will thwart God’s plan for humans and His
“very good” earth we occupy. Why? Because our Lord Jesus, God’s conquering, victorious
King, is in this battle and He cannot and will not fail to rescue the world from itself and its
propensity for harmful, destructive behavior.
We must be clear—this battle is over the heart and mind of humanity and what it means
to be humans as God created us to be. It’s highly doubtful that the masses of the world
realize what’s at stake. Again, a daily scan of headlines reveals how paltry few see this
battle. Then there are the governments of the world and their politicians that incessantly
want to solve every problem of the human psyche with new and often ideological
legislation and authoritarian controls, as if the heart and mind can be fixed by such things.
It’s like chasing after fool’s gold.
Literal tornadoes are highly destructive and noisy, often leaving in their wake people
groaning over their losses. Since the fall of mankind, the whole creation has been groaning
over the destruction it has caused and the loss on many levels.
This should remind us of how Paul saw his world in the first century: For we are aware that
the entire creation is groaning and travailing together until now (Romans 8:22). A day
was fast approaching when the whole of the land of Judea would be groaning in a war that
led to the total destruction of the temple and Jerusalem. Surely, Paul looked out on the
landscape of that day and sensed the groaning. The groaning was in the now for Paul. Most
assuredly, there is a similar groan in our day, 2,000 years later, as the structures of the
world continue to crumble and as the world awaits the appearing of the sons of God, the
saints in light!
The good news is that Jesus has already won this battle on the cross, and He will not fail to
prove it to the world as He comes to set things right according to God’s order. There is no
true peace apart from Christ! And, in Him, there is no more groaning. So, hold on; there is
more to come that might make people seriously question this truth, but don’t be
persuaded otherwise.
Nay! in all these we are more than conquering through Him Who loves us. (Romans
8:37)
Before moving on to the sun part of the dream, there is a caution for the US—reports
claiming all is well—as [if] the economy is rebounding and there is no stopping the United
States’ power and supremacy, as vast numbers receive their experimental shots, as people
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fill the restaurants, as many pack the beaches, and as many accept health passes in order
to gain their freedom to travel or access whatever venue brings them satisfaction (think
yellow stars under Nazi rule)—does not indicate all is well with the heart and mind of the
masses. It could be that what we are witnessing is just another phase of eat, drink, and be
merry. Are we going the way of ancient Judah? I spoke to you in your prosperity; but you
said, 'I will not hear.' This has been your way from your youth, for you have not obeyed
My voice (Jeremiah 22:21).
Has the heart and mind of humanity changed? Are we waking up to what is at stake?
Have we woken to God’s only answer to humanity’s woes? Soon, we will know.
[Sidenote: In previous insights, I have noted a concern over what appears to be the rise of
what could be called the Fourth Reich, a modern-day version of Hitler’s Third Reich. An
interesting article appeared on March 29, 2021 comparing the tactics of Hitler’s Nazis
regime to the tactics of the far left in America: The Commonalities Between the Rise of the
Nazis and the Tactics of the American Left Cannot be Ignored - American Thinker.]
The Days Cut Short
The tornadoes are rather easy to explain and make sense of in light of today. But the more
challenging and most intriguing thing about the dream is the sun’s rapid movement and
the declaration of “4 feet”. Before offering some thoughts about this intrigue, there is one
thing to get out of the way. I was not given the impression the sun was going backwards,
as in the case of Hezekiah or, obviously, that it stood still, as with Joshua. Others might see
this as a fulfillment of the days being cut short as foretold by Jesus as He revealed to His
disciples the future of the temple and Jerusalem (i.e., end of the age of Moses).
Unless those days had been cut short, no life would have been saved; but for the sake
of the elect those days will be cut short. (Matthew 24:22 NASB)
Historically, I believe this referred to the Jewish Wars of 66-70 AD in which over one million
people were killed. I doubt that Jesus was implying the days would be supernaturally sped
up, as some claim will occur at the end of our present age. Plainly, He was saying that the
Jewish War with Rome would cease before all would be lost. In other words, some would
survive the war and did, as some were allowed to re-populate the area and others were
taken as slaves.
Given that a word came to me last year that many are going to die in the days ahead (page
2), we shouldn’t rule out that the Lord might cut the days short as He did in the first
century—stopping events before they go too far. (Are the experimental therapies [i.e.,
vaccines] going to be one of the major sources of these deaths?)
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In my estimation, there are many parallels between the first and twenty-first centuries,
and as such, similar events and outcomes are most likely to manifest as our present age
comes to an end.
The Sun’s Movement
In the dream, I sensed I was facing north, which would put the sun moving from my right
to left, as it headed toward high noon. Thus, it was rising. The rapidity of movement was
what first caught my attention, not so much the trajectory.
To the best of my recollection, using the degrees of a circle, the sun traveled roughly from
around 60° to 20°, for about 40° toward 0, as shown below.

I can’t state with absolute certainty that it was 40° and exactly where it stopped. All I know
is that it was fast and left me with the impression of 4 feet, meaning the number 4 and the
word feet are critical to its interpretation.
Technically, movement as such would normally be described in terms of degrees of a circle
or perhaps the time on a clock. Measuring the sun’s movement in feet is unusual. Given
this, its interpretation must be viewed, not physically and literally, but spiritually. In other
words, both the number 4 and the word feet have spiritual significance.
The Hebrew Language as the Source for the Interpretation
The quest for interpretation led me to search out the pictorial and numerical symbology
and meaning of Hebrew letters and associated gematria discovered in scripture. Keep in
mind that, in Hebrew, each letter of its alphabet has a numeric value and each letter forms
a word of its own (based on its pronunciation) that is composed of a series of Hebrew
letters that in turn total to a numeric value, as well, along with an expanded meaning. Given
this, there are multiple layers of meaning that could come into play, adding to the richness
of the language and revealing the hand of God.
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Not being an expert in such matters, meaning I have a very narrow band of understanding,
led me to rely on a variety of resources from experts that do understand. I simply drew
from these sources as I contemplated an interpretation.
The Sun as a Metaphor for the Son
One final point before moving on to an interpretation of 4 feet: please keep in mind that
the sun is a metaphor for the Son who said: Let there be light.
The Number 4 Signifies Creation
Being central to understanding the dream, the number 4 signifies the material creation or
the fullness of creation and the world. In the natural world, we discover factors of four,
such as four directions and four seasons. Scripture gives us similar factors, such as four
beast kingdoms, four living creatures, and four winds.
Adding to this, on the 4th day of creation as recorded in Genesis 1:14-19, Elohim brought
into existence the sun, moon, and the stars, thus producing light and dividing the day from
night. This gives us an immediate connection of the number 4 to the sun in the dream.
On the fourth creation day, a demarcation of time came forth (e.g., days, years) with
seasons. Of interest is the fact that the Hebrew word in Genesis 1:14 for seasons is moed
(H4150), which literally translates as appointed times, as in divine appointments. Right
from the start, Elohim indicated that there would be appointed times in the history of the
restored earth and His creation called man. Of course, the most significant seasons to come
later in history deal with God’s seven festivals that portray the complete redemption and
deliverance of humanity.
Adding to this is the 4th word of the commandments of God given to Moses calling for the
remembrance of the Sabbath day which was patterned after the 7th day or God’s rest day
upon completing His work of re-creation.
Thus, the heavens and the earth were completed, and all their hosts. By the seventh
day God completed His work which He had done, and He rested on the seventh day
from all His work which He had done. Then God blessed the seventh day and sanctified
it, because in it He rested from all His work which God had created and made. This is
the account of the heavens and the earth when they were created, in the day that
the LORD God made earth and heaven. (Genesis 2:1-4 NASB [bold italic added])
The pattern of Elohim’s plan was given right from the beginning—there would be 6 long
days (i.e., 6,000 years) for man, followed by a 7th long day (1,000 years) of rest, at which
time the Creator, through a redeemed people, would manifestly rule over the earth.
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All of this helps to understand the rapid 4 feet of the sun’s movement as we near the
appointed time of the end of our present age. An event is coming that will openly manifest
and, as it does, will affect, not only humanity, but all creation—it is called the Kingdom of
God.
The Number 4 Signifies the Door
But there is more. In Hebrew, the 4th letter is dalet (or daleth), giving it the numeric value
of 4. Dalet literally means door and symbolizes movement (forward or backward), a
pathway or to enter. The obvious implication is that the sun’s movement in the dream was
indicating a rapid path forward (in time). Could this imply a doorway in time? Perhaps so!
If so, what does this mean?
Well, perhaps the answer is in the word dalet itself, which is comprised of the letters  תtau,
 לlamed, and  דdalet. (Gematria by addition is 434.)
Tau literally refers to a sign or mark, symbolizing covenant, to seal. As the last letter of the
Hebrew alphabet and since the T looks like a cross, early Christians took this to symbolize
the cross of Jesus and associate it with omega, the last letter of Greek. As we know, Jesus
is the Alpha and Omega.
Lamed literally refers to a cattle goad or staff, symbolizing authority or to prod, to go
forward. It is likened to a shepherd’s staff and thus could be likened to the staff (or: rod
of) Jesus, the Good Shepherd.
Given that Jesus said He is the door of the sheep, it is quite obvious that dalet speaks of
our Lord as the Way and the Door into God’s kingdom. He is the pathway that was secured
through the cross and sealed in the new-creation covenant. The door is now open to enter
into His life, and the time will soon arrive when all will enter. The rapid movement of the
sun indicates that we are hastening to the day.
The ages (time periods) were made through [the] Son (Hebrews 1:2), and He is the Door
for all to enter into God’s age of glory.
To further make the point, here are some examples of expressions (from scripture) that
are gematrically based in the number 4: The day of His coming (4 x 132). He shall appear
in His glory (4 x 144). The kingdom (4 x 144). Jesus (4 x 222). Way, Truth, Life (4 x 306).
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The Number 40 Signifies Coming Out of Trial, Crossing Over
I can’t be sure of the number 40 regarding how far the sun moved; however, given that the
number 4 is prevalent in the interpretation, 40 might actually play into it, as well. Based on
Israel’s wilderness journey, the number 40 is biblically regarded as the number of trial,
testing, or probation. This is the negative side of the meaning.
However, there is a positive side when the trial is over. This is discovered in the 40th Hebrew
letter mem, which means water, flowing or coming forth, a spring. Spiritually, it speaks of
the water of the word, which, in turn, speaks of the one who is the Word, the Lord Jesus,
who declared on the last, the great day of Tabernacles: From your innermost being will
flow rivers of living water (John 7:38). This is the positive side—the coming out of the trial
into the promised land, crossing over or flowing into the all new of God (New Jerusalem)
with the river of living water and the trees of life.
Dear saints, this is what is set before us, and it won’t be long until we pass through the
door into God’s new and ultimate Reality in His Son. This day is hastening.
The Feet Signify Walking, A Gathering Together — Divine Revelation and Peace
Now, we must turn to the word feet. What does this signify, and what is its connection to
the number 4? To be clear, it has nothing to do with the physical measurement.
In Hebrew, the word for feet (or foot) is regel, comprised of the Hebrew letters lamed,
gimel, and resh, with a total numeric value (by addition) of 233, which is the 51st prime
number. The number 51 signifies divine revelation and peace.
We discover a connection to feet and peace through Paul: And having your feet shod with
the preparation of the gospel of peace (Ephesians 6:15).
We’ve already seen that lamed signifies authority. Resh literally refers to head and signifies
a person and highest and is pictured as a bowed head. Jesus bowed His head on the cross.
Of course, let’s not overlook that Jesus is the head of His body.
However, the word gimel is the key, for it refers to foot, signifying walking or gathering
together at the water hole. Just like dalet, gimel implies movement. In this case, the
movement is a walk to the water. All of this speaks of a forward momentum toward the
one who is the source of life.
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The Numbers 3, 73, 37 Signify Divine Completeness, Fullness, Perfection
Further, the number 3 signifies divine fullness or perfection, and the gematria of gimel is
the number 73, signifying completeness. Could we not say that the foot signifies gathering
creation together, bringing it into divine perfection through God’s drive forward to
continually make all things new? God’s path or movement forward for His entire creation
is unto fullness, that is, to be complete in His Son.
We see a hint of God’s heart in Paul as he sought to present every man (human) complete
(matured, perfected) in Christ Jesus (Colossians 1:28).
O, let us never lose sight of God’s Son in the plan and purpose of God. He was there right
at the beginning as the light of the world and He will be there right at the end of the ages
as the consummation of new creation.
In the beginning the Word already existed. The Word was with God, and the Word
was God. He was already with God in the beginning. Everything came into existence
through him. Not one thing that exists was made without him. He was the source of
life, and that life was the light for humanity. (John 1:1-4 GW)
And Elohim said, “Let light come to be,” and light came to be. (Genesis 1:3 TS2009)
The most profound proof of the significance of 73 is discovered in the first verse of scripture
where we discover the numbers 73 and 37.
In the beginning Elohim created the heavens and the earth. (Genesis 1:1 TS2009
[bold italic added])
This opening verse of scripture has a gematria of 73 x 37. Hebrew is read right to left, and
if we read it as such, we discover that it reads 73 from both directions. Does this not reveal
the hand of our Creator?
But there’s more: the number 37 is powerful in its own right, for it signifies Jesus, the Word
of God. It is also a factor in many biblical expressions relating to the name and titles of
Jesus, as well as of the Father.
The following words or expressions have a gematria of 37: God; only son; only begotten;
God is my king of old; glory. The name Jesus and the expressions I am the life and the
heavens declare the glory of God have a numeric value of 888 based on 37 x 24. Obviously,
this draws our attention to the number 8, signifying new birth, new beginning, new
creation. (For more on the number 37, see Bonnie Gaunt’s book titled Jesus Christ the
Number of His Name.)
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Thus, viewing 73 and 37 together not only speaks to Elohim’s work of creation but also
speaks to the one through whom the work of creation was commenced and ultimately will
be consummated. We know this one as Jesus—the Light of the world! He is also the Prince
of Peace (numeric value of 73 x 12). And this leads to another number.
The Number 12 Signifies Divine Order
Given all the above, perhaps the trajectory of the sun toward high noon or 12 o’clock is
another sign we must not ignore. Based on the number 12, this is a wonderful direction to
be moving. Why so? Well, the number 12 speaks of divine order, which is proven by it
being the predominant number of New Jerusalem. Consider the list of 12s: tribes of the
sons of Israel, apostles of Jesus, foundation stones, gates, angels, pearls; the city is
foursquare 12,000 furlongs; the wall is 144 cubits or 12 x 12. Thus, New Jerusalem speaks
to God’s divine order—His all-new creation filled with His glory.
In Hebrew, the written form of 12 is yod-beth. Yod (yud) literally refers to “a closed hand”
and symbolizes “to make”; beth literally refers to “tent, house” and symbolizes
“household.” In other words, it signifies making a household. The declaration has gone
forth from the throne of God: Behold, I am continuously making all things new (Revelation
21:5).
God is not waiting for some future time to start this making; He has already begun to do
so, and we discover it in what is called a holy city and a bride, New Jerusalem. Everything
about this city speaks of God’s divine order and everything that is contrary to this order is
outside the city. Clearly, New Jerusalem is the household of God, whose house we are
(Hebrews 3:6), God’s whole building, a holy temple in the Lord, the dwelling of God in
spirit (Ephesians 2:21-22).
Some say that twelve refers to divine government or authority. I see their reasoning; one
that I too have held. However, my view has changed to see that the number 12 speaks of
divine order and divine order speaks of life, the very life of the Son that springs up in His
people. Read Revelation 22: what do you see as the hallmark of New Jerusalem? A new
government with political leaders? No!! Unquestioning acquiescence to authority? No!!
There is something much greater than hierarchical governments and authority.
What you see is life in abundance as ordered by God.
Divine life is organic life, meaning it springs up based on its very nature. It doesn’t require
anything external to it in order to spring up and, when it does, it brings forth divine order.
This far exceeds the concept of government and authority, especially as we have seen it
manifested in man’s fallen world. Divine life and order are of the “much higher.”
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In case you missed it, there is nothing negative, not the least, in all the above. Looking at
all these numbers and their various meanings as a group reveals a very positive message,
and I submit that this is the intent of the dream of the sun rising rapidly and the 4 feet. It’s
all good!
We need divine revelation (number 51) to look past the tornadoes of life. Let us never lose
sight of the fact that there is only one in view—our Lord Jesus! It is time for the upwelling
of the living waters, the spirit of truth—of the Christ—to flow freely from the Lord’s people.
It is time for New Jerusalem, the temple of God’s people, to manifest to a world that is lost
in its ways.
Closing this out, one question remains: Why did the sun speed up and then appear to stop
short of noon? Perhaps the Lord has already cut the days short, meaning there is far less
time on God’s clock than we realize. However, if He hasn’t cut the days short yet, the
encouragement is that it won’t be long until He does, meaning He will not allow the human
race to continue any further on its present course of destruction. Glory awaits!
Summary
All creation is on a rapid trajectory to return it and humanity back to God, its Creator. For
from Him and through Him and to Him are all things (Romans 11:36). The groan of
creation and the sons of God will soon turn into a glorious all-new hallelujah chorus as all
return to God’s divine order, perfection, and peace—entering into His glory.
Our season of trial will soon be over and we will be gathered together to cross over into
the new land (transformed into the image of the Son) and be refreshed by the living water
of the word of God, who is none other than God’s Son, our Lord Jesus. We are on God’s
trajectory to become like His Son in glory. The body of Christ’s long season in the wilderness
of the world is rapidly coming to an end. When the natural sun first breaks forth the dawn,
it seems to rise rapidly as it bathes the earth with its light. In like fashion, once the Son of
God begins to break forth the dawn of a new age, it will manifest rapidly as it bathes the
earth in the glory of God as the saints in light manifest to the world.
The Son is getting ready to rise up from within His body. Dear saints, this is what the
anointing is all about.
The signs are everywhere. We need divine revelation to look beyond the tornadoes of
today to see God’s purpose and His plan to fill this earth with His glory. It won’t be long! As
the sun moved rapidly in the dream, so too does the day hasten!
May the peace of God flood our hearts as we eagerly wait during a day of tornadic activity.
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